
The introduction on the display

We use 8 pcs DC Fan but not
AC Fan.Since DC Fan’s

ventilation effect is much more

better than the AC and which

can protect the IC and lamp from

the very high working

temperature.

Consequently , the screen can be

much more stable than the one
with normal equipments.

We install 4 pcs 5V60A power supply

to support the screen , which is stable。
When showing peak white color,the
consumption of the power supply is only
80%. (it will avoid the overload for
power supply when user suddenly
switch on display)

For the 8 pcs DC Fan, we use 12V 8.5A

power supply .



With the signal lights , customers
can check whether or not the
system is working normally. And it
is very easy to find the one
needing maintenance.

the power line and
the PCB were connected by IDC and IDC
seat .Therefore, it is very convenient for
customers to do

repair and maintenance. The
power connector for every module
is 4 pin connect, and more stable
after transportation.

Two more professional control IC
support the single color level
ssional gray level up to 65536,
total color level is 281 Trillion
colors.
Contrast is 65535:1
Feedback the communication
status to the software
Color show ability 5 times
improves
40nS drive switch on/off;



This was used to do the signal

connection ensuring the signal
be transferred
in time and completely. The
connector for signal has two
locks on everyone. After
transportation, it still connected
well.

Receiver scan board for
accepting and transfering the
signal .



Signal connector is designed
waterproof, and the 9 pins
inside make sure the
female and male connectors
connected well

Power connector used CE

certificated connector, every
head can afford 60A currency. It

is good for suddenly switched on
display



Connecting each two
cabinets .

More handles make the
cabinets portable and
easy to set up.

Fast lock system . 4 sets
/cabinet



The entire panel produced by high
tech machine, the whole display
gap between panels is less than
0.5mm. It is good for rental
business. The aluminum case for
rental business was produced by
2mm thickness aluminum board.
When the whole display lifted
up, gap between panels is
hardly to recognize.

supplied with many vents for intake of
air or discharge of hot gases
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Thanks for your time!


